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Variety Subspecies Avg.

Cloves/

bulb

Avg.

Cloves/

lb.

Culinary

Uses

Flavors Notes

Chesnok Red Purple Stripe

Hardneck

10-12 64 Baked Dishes &

Roasting

Mild mellow aftertaste,

turns sweet when

baked.

Superb for cooking, holding

its flavor and offering a

distinctive, lingering taste for

the garlic connoisseur. From

Republic of Georgia.

Purple Glazer Glazed Purple

Stripe

Hardneck

10 60 Roasting &

baked dishes

Strong lasting flavor but

not overly hot and no

aftertaste,

Easy to peel cloves. Our best

grower in 2023!

Persian Star Purple Stripe

Hardneck

68-10 56 All-Purpose

Garlic

Pleasant garlicky flavor

with a mild spicy zing.

Long points on cloves in bulb

resemble 8 pt star.Originally

from Russia.

Pehoski

Purple

Marbled Purple

Stripe

Hardneck

6-10 75 Great garlic for

roasting, baking

and sautéing

Hot & pungent flavor

when eaten raw.

Becomes creamy,

buttery, mellow, and

earthy when roasted.

This Polish heirloom garlic

has been cultivated & passed

down through generations in

the Polish community in

Stevens Point, Wisconsin.

Bogatyr Marbled Purple

Stripe

Hardneck

5 42 Italian Dishes,

garlic bread

Pleasant spicy & hot.

Heat doesn’t last long,

so can be used in raw

dishes. We recommend

this garlic to eat raw for

medicinal benefits

High in allicin content. Slow

start then the heat builds,

followed by a pleasant and

lingering aftertaste , From

Germany & Ukraine.

Georgian Fire Porcelain

Hardneck

6 48 Salsa, pickling,

raw in dishes

Great bulbs of fire!Hot

flavor when raw. Rich &

robust garlic flavor

when cooked.

Started in the Republic of

Georgia; large bulbs; tall

plants.

GermanWhite Porcelain

Hardneck

6 48 Grilling, baking;

All-Purpose,

especially good

with seafood &

chicken

Strong flavor that

mellows some when

cooked.

Easy to peel large cloves.

Grows well in the upper

midwest. From Northern

Germany.

Romanian Red Porcelain

Hardneck

4-6 45 BBQ sauces,

marinades, or

pickles.

Pungent bulb adds heat

and flavor to any recipe.

Very high in allicin

content

Big plump cloves. Great with

meats. Native to Romania.

Majestic Porcelain

Hardneck

4-6 45 Great to use raw

in dishes!

Strong garlic flavor, but

on the milder side for a

porcelain

Hardy & stores well

Italian Red Porcelain

Hardneck

4-6 45 Carmelizes well

due to sugar

content

Rich & complex flavor

profile, with a hint of

heat when roasted.

Long storage life, disease

resistant

Tamarack Rocambole

Hardneck

6 48 All Purpose Bold garlic flavor Rocambole garlic variety

grown in Wisconsin for

several generations.


